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Abstract

We demonstrate the feasibility of a scheme to obtain approximate weak solutions to the (invis-
cid) Burgers equation in conservation and Hamilton-Jacobi form, treated as degenerate elliptic
problems. We show different variants recover non-unique weak solutions as appropriate, and
also specific constructive approaches to recover the corresponding entropy solutions.

1 Introduction

In this paper we continue, following [1], the assessment of a recently introduced duality based
approach to solving differential equations involving evolution in time. A nonlinear ODE system
was considered in [1] (along with some linear PDE); here we consider the (inviscid) Burgers equation
in conservation and Hamilton-Jacobi form.

Our essential idea (see App. A) is to treat the primal PDE under consideration as constraints
and invoke a more-or-less arbitrarily designable strictly convex, auxiliary potential to be optimized.
Then, a dual variational principle for the Lagrange multiplier (dual) fields can be designed involving
a dual-to-primal (DtP) mapping (i.e. an adapted change of variables), with the special property
that its Euler-Lagrange equations are exactly the primal PDE system, interpreted as equations for
the dual fields using the DtP mapping, and this, even though the primal system may not have the
required symmetries necessary to be the Euler-Lagrange equations of any objective functional of
the primal fields alone. We use a simple Galerkin Finite element discretization of the dual Euler-
Lagrange system (which is the primal system of interest using a change of variables) to look for
a computational approximation of weak solutions to (inviscid) Burgers equation. The system is
degenerate-elliptic in space-time domains.

To our knowledge, our approach for generating approximate solutions to a nonlinear hyperbolic
problem (albeit scalar here, but seamlessly generalizable to systems, formally at least) is new. Bre-
nier [2, Sec. 4] solves the inviscid Burgers problem without approximation through a maximization
of a functional related to ours, but without the use of ‘base states,’ (see Sec. 2 and App. B) which
we find crucial in making our ideas work; in fact, we have to employ a sequence of dual functionals
parametrized by evolving base states, the latter self-consistently prescribed by the scheme. As very
nicely explained by a ‘safe mountain climbing’ analogy, Brenier’s exact scheme [2, Sec. 4] is different
from our approach, and computational results are shown in [3, pp.101-105]; he also established con-
nections to an Optimal Transport based method of attack, which can be utilized for computational
approximations via the celebrated Benamou-Brenier formulation of optimal transport theory, as
mentioned in [2, Sec. 4.1, p. 597].
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An outline of the paper is as follows: Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 comprise the development of the weak
formulation for the dual inviscid Burgers equation in conservation and Hamilton-Jacobi forms,
respectively. Sec. 4 describes the algorithm for the results computed in the paper. In Sec. 5, five
selected problems are solved to illustrate and evaluate the features of the formulation and algorithm
developed in Sections 2 and 3, as they relate to generating approximate solutions to the (inviscid)
Burgers equation. The paper also contains five appendices supporting various sections of the main
narrative. A word on notation: we always use the Einstein summation convention for indices unless
otherwise mentioned and except when the indices are x, t.

2 Dual formulation of the Burgers Equation

Burgers equation [4, 5] is a (convection-dominated) convection-diffusion partial differential equation
given by

∂tu+ u ∂xu = ν∂xxu in Ω, (1)

where Ω = (0, L) × (0, T ) ∈ R × R+ is a domain in (1-d)space-time, u : Ω → R and ν ∈ R+ are
the flow velocity and viscosity, respectively, in the context of fluid mechanics. A schematic of the

Figure 1: Domain of interest

domain is shown in Fig. 1. Henceforth, L = 1. The boundaries ∂Ωl, ∂Ωr, ∂Ω0 and ∂ΩT will be
referred to as the left, right, bottom and top boundaries, respectively.

We will be mainly interested in the inviscid Burgers equation, obtained by setting ν = 0 in (1):

∂tu+ u ∂xu = 0 in Ω,

and, as is standard, explore weak solutions of this quasilinear equation expressed in conservation
form:

∂tu+ ∂x

(
1

2
u2
)

= 0 in Ω, (2)

with initial and the boundary conditions given by

u(x, 0) = u0(x); u(0, t) = ul(t). (3)

Following the ideas in Appendix A, we form the product of (2) with a dual field λ : Ω → R (that
acts like a Lagrange multiplier) and integrate by parts in the space-time domain to define a pre-dual
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functional

ŜH [u, λ] =

∫
Ω

(
−u ∂tλ− u2 ∂xλ

2
+H(u, x, t)

)
dt dx−

∫ L

0
u0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
ul(t)λ(0, t) dt

=

∫
Ω

LH(u,D, x, t) dt dx−
∫ L

0
u0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
ul(t)λ(0, t) dt,

where D := (∂tλ, ∂xλ) and H(u, x, t) is a ‘free’ auxiliary potential. The design of the functional
involves inclusion of only those space-time boundary terms that contain information available from
the primal problem [6, 1]. Additionally, we impose the following Dirichlet space-time boundary
conditions on λ:

λ(L, t) = λr(t); (4a)

λ(x, T ) = λT (x), (4b)

where λr(t) and λT (x) can be specified arbitrarily. The choice of the auxiliary potential H needs
to be such that it renders the following equation ‘solvable’ for u (Appendix A):

∂LH

∂u
: −∂tλ− u ∂xλ+

∂

∂u
H(u, x, t) = 0. (5)

We employ the following shifted quadratic form for H(u, x, t)

H(u, x, t) =
βu
2

(
u− ū(x, t)

)2
, (6)

where βu ≫ 1. The function ū := ū(x, t), is a ‘free’ function to choose that is referred to as a
base state (see [6, Sec. 5]-[1, Sec. 4]). The choice of this base state is often crucial for the success
of the scheme (see Appendix B for a simple example) and their algorithmic use is shown in [1,
Sec. 5.3] and in Section 5 of this work, among others. Solving for u in (5), one obtains the following
dual-to-primal mapping (DtP):

u(H)(D, x, t) = ū+
ū ∂xλ+ ∂tλ

βu − ∂xλ

û(x, t) := u(H)
(
D(x, t), x, t

)
.

(7)

The dual functional is now defined as

SH [λ] := ŜH

[
u(H)(D, x, t), λ

]
=

∫
Ω

LH

(
u(H)(D, x, t),D, x, t

)
dt dx

−
∫ L

0
u0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
ul(t)λ(0, t) dt.

(8)

The above functional can be explicitly written in terms of λ as

SH [λ] =

∫
Ω

K
∣∣
D (∂tλ+ ū ∂xλ)

2 dt dx−
∫
Ω

(
ū ∂tλ− ū2

∂xλ

2

)
dt dx

−
∫ L

0
u0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
ul(t)λ(0, t) dt. (9)

where

K =
−1

2βu

(
1− ∂xλ

βu

) .
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Hence, for βu ≫ |∂xλ|, the nonlinear part of the bulk integrand is non-positive. The first variation
of the above functional in a direction δλ yields

δ(1)S[λ; δλ] =

∫
Ω

(
∂LH

∂û

∂û

∂Dk
dDk +

∂LH

∂Dk
dDk

)
dt dx−

∫ L

0
u0(x) δλ(x, 0) dx

−
∫ T

0
ul(t) δλ(0, t) dt.

The first term in the domain integral vanishes due to (5). Since LH is necessarily affine in D one
has

δ(1)S[λ; δλ] =

∫
Ω

(
∂tû+

∂

∂x

(
û2

2

))
δλ dt dx−

∫ L

0
û(x, T ) δλ(x, T ) dx−

∫ T

0
û(L, t) δλ(L, t) dt∫ L

0
(û(x, 0)− u0(x)) δλ(x, 0) dx+

∫ T

0
(û(0, t)− ul(t)) δλ(0, t) dt,

and using δλ consistent with (4), the E-L equations and side-conditions are given by

∂tû+
∂

∂x

(
û2

2

)
= 0 in Ω; (10a)

û(x, 0) = u0(x); û(0, t) = ul(t). (10b)

which are simply (2)-(3) with the replacement u → û.
Thus, solutions of the problem defined by (2), (3) can be generated by solving (10) along with

(4), where the DtP mapping (7) is utilized to bridge the primal variable u with the dual variable λ.
In short, our scheme may be interpreted as designing an adapated change of variables for solving
Burgers equation.

In [7], the degenerate ellipticity of the dual formulation of a significant class of equations from
continuum mechanics is analyzed. We apply those ideas next to the dual formulation of Burgers
equation given by (10) written as

∂t
(
F1(û)

)
+ ∂x

(
F2(û)

)
= 0,

some of whose analytical properties are governed by the terms

Aij =
∂ Fi

∂(∇D)j
=

∂ Fi

∂u

∣∣∣∣
û

∂ u

∂(∇D)j
,

where ∇D := (∂tλ, ∂xλ), and

A11 =
1

βu − ∂xλ
; A12 =

û

βu − ∂xλ
; A21 =

û

βu − ∂xλ
; A22 =

û2

βu − ∂xλ
.

Consequently, for D = (0, 0)

ciAij cj =
(c1 + ū c2)

2

βu
≥ 0 ∀(c1, c2) ∈ R2

which establishes that Aij |D=0 is positive semi-definite. Let N be neighborhood around D = (0, 0)
and let βu ≫ |∂xλ|. Then, the following expression holds:

ciAij cj =
(c1 + û c2)

2

βu − ∂xλ
=

(c1 + û c2)
2

βu

(
1− ∂xλ

βu

) ≥ 0 ∀(c1, c2) ∈ R2.
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This relation establishes the positive semi-definiteness of A within this specific neighborhood. Con-
sequently, the equation (10) is locally degenerate elliptic and for any surface with normal (n1, n2)
in the space-time domain (n1 and n2 represents the projection of normal in the time and space
directions, respectively), ellipticity fails when

(n1, n2) = κ(−û, 1) for κ ∈ R,

where û is given by (7).

2.1 Weak formulation of the dual Burgers equation

A weak formulation of (10) with the side conditions (4) can be generated in the usual way through
integration by parts or by considering the first variation of the functional (8) or (9) and setting it
equal to zero. For any field δλ (within an appropriate class) satisfying the conditions stated below,
we intend to find the dual field λ which satisfies the following equations:

R[λ; δλ] :=

∫
Ω

(
−û ∂tδλ− û2 ∂xδλ

2

)
dt dx−

∫ L

0
u0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
ul(t)λ(0, t) dt = 0;

δλ(x, T ) = 0; δλ(L, t) = 0;

λ(x, T ) = λT (T ); λ(L, t) = λr(t),

(11)

where λT (·) and λr(·) are arbitrarily specified functions satisfying λT (L) = λr(T ). The dual scheme
formally guarantees that the solution to (11) implies the solution to the set of equations (10). We
subsequently make use of the above weak form to numerically compute an approximate solution
for the dual field and utilize the DtP mapping (7) to obtain the corresponding field for the primal
problem i.e. the inviscid Burgers equation.

3 Dual formulation of the (inviscid) Burgers Equation in Hamilton-
Jacobi form

Here we consider the Burgers equation (2) in Hamilton-Jacobi form:

∂tY +
(∂xY )2

2
= ν ∂xxY in Ω. (12)

Differentiating (12) w.r.t. x, and defining ∂xY =: u gives (1). Throughout the following text, we
will refer to this form of the Burgers equation as Burgers-HJ and when ν = 0, we will refer to it
as the inviscid Burgers-HJ equation. As already stated, our primary interest is in the inviscid case
ν = 0. We will consider the ν ̸= 0 case to shed light on the inviscid case, the motivation for which
will be provided in the relevant examples.

It is clear that (12) requires Y to be specified at one point of the domain, above and beyond
information available from the corresponding Burgers equation. If the function u satisfies Burgers
equation and ∂xY = u then ∂tY (x, t) + 1

2u
2(x, t)− ν∂xu(x, t) = f(x∗, t) for an arbitrarily fixed x∗,

where f(x∗, t) = ∂tY (x∗, t) + 1
2u

2(x∗, t) − ν∂xu(x∗, t). In all problems considered in the text and
Appendix, we will always work with f(x∗, t) = 0 with knowledge of the Burgers solution of interest
known at the point x∗ (mostly a boundary point) from which Y (x∗, t) is determined, with an initial
condition Y (x∗, 0) arbitrarily specified.
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The dual formulation of (12) for ν = 0 is obtained by writing it in first-order form [8, Sec. 6.2]:

∂tY = −u2

2
in Ω; (13a)

∂xY = u in Ω. (13b)

The initial and the boundary conditions can be given as

Y (x, 0) = Y0(x); Y (0, t) = Yl(t). (14)

Corresponding to the equations (13a) and (13b) we introduce the dual fields λ and γ, respectively.
Similar to the setup explained in Sec. 2, we employ a shifted quadratic form for the auxiliary
potential H in both Y and u:

H(Y, u, x, t) =
βY
2
(Y − Ȳ )2 +

βu
2
(u− ū)2, (15)

where Ȳ and ū correspond to the base states for Y and u, respectively.
With this choice of H, the DtP mapping for Y and u, given by Y (H) and u(H), can be expressed

in terms of the dual fields and their derivatives as

Y (H)(D, x, t) = Ȳ +
∂tλ+ ∂xγ

βY
; (16a)

u(H)(D, x, t) = ū+
γ − λū

βu + λ
, (16b)

where D := (λ, γ, ∂tλ, ∂xγ). Additionally, the following boundary conditions are imposed:

γ(L, t) = γr(t); (17a)

λ(x, T ) = λT (x), (17b)

where γr(t) and λT (x) can be specified arbitrarily. The dual functional obtained using the above
procedure is

SH [λ, γ] =

∫
Ω

(
−Ŷ ∂tλ +

û 2λ

2
− Ŷ ∂xγ − û γ +H

(
Ŷ , û, x, t

))
dt dx

−
∫ L

0
Y0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
Yl(t) γ(0, t) dt, (18)

where
Ŷ (x, t) := Y (H)

(
D(x, t), x, t

)
; û(x, t) := u(H)

(
D(x, t), x, t

)
.

The functional above can be written explicitly in terms of the dual variables as

SH [λ, γ] =

∫
Ω

(
−K1

βY
(∂tλ + ∂xγ)

2 − K2

βu
(ūλ− γ)2

)
dt dx

+

∫
Ω

(
Ȳ (∂tλ+ ∂xγ) + ū

(
λū

2
− γ

))
dt dx

−
∫ L

0
Y0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
Yl(t) γ(0, t) dt, (19)
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where

K1 =
1

2
; K2 =

1

2
(
1 + λ

βu

) ,
and for βu ≫ |λ|, K2 > 0. Hence, the integrand containing nonlinear terms in the dual fields is
negative semi-definite for this range of |λ|. The Euler-Lagrange equations of the dual functional
(18), when extracted using the conditions (17), recover the primal equations (13) and (14), expressed
in terms of their dual counterparts:

∂tŶ = −
(
û
)2
2

in Ω;

∂xŶ = û in Ω;

(20a)

Ŷ (x, 0) = Y0(x); Ŷ (0, t) = Yl(t). (20b)

Thus, a solution to the the above set of equations in dual variables implies a solution the primal
problem using the DtP map (16).

To examine the ellipticity of the dual equations (20), we rewrite them as

∂t
(
F11(Ŷ , û)

)
+ ∂x

(
F12(Ŷ , û)

)
+ G1

(
Ŷ , û

)
= 0;

∂t
(
F21(Ŷ , û)

)
+ ∂x

(
F22(Ŷ , û)

)
+ G2

(
Ŷ , û

)
= 0,

where F12 = F21 = 0. The behavior of the above set of equations is now governed by matrix

Aijkl =
∂Fij

∂(∇D)kl
; ∇D =

[
∂tλ ∂xλ
∂tγ ∂xγ

]
,

with each of the indices i, j, k, l ranging from 1 to 2. Also, Aijkl = 0 except

A1111 = A1122 = A2211 = A2222 =
1

βY

Equivalently, we represent A as a 2× 2 matrix A:

A =


A1111 A1112 A1121 A1122

A1211 A1212 A1221 A1222

A2111 A2112 A2121 A2122

A2211 A2212 A2221 A2222

 (21)

which then satisfies

ciAijcj =
(c1 + c4)

2

βY
≥ 0 ∀c ∈ R4,

establishing that Aijkl is positive semi-definite on the space of 2× 2 matrices and

CijAijklCkl = 0 for
{
C ∈ R2×2

∣∣ C11 + C22 = 0
}
.

Hence the equation set (20) is degenerate elliptic. Furthermore, for any rank-one matrix C of
the form a ⊗ n satisfying C : AC = 0, for some a ∈ R2 and some n ∈ R2, |n| = 1, the latter
representing a unit normal in the space-time domain, the degenerate ellipticity (positive semi-
definiteness of A) implies a loss of ellipticity along the direction n. Clearly, for any arbitrarily fixed
unit normal n, there always exists a vector a such that a1n1 = −a2n2. As a result, ellipticity,
i.e. det(Aijklnjnl) > 0 fails along every unit normal in the domain (which is also apparent from the
direct calculation Aijklnjnl =

1
βY

ninj which is a rank-one matrix).
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3.1 Weak formulation for the dual Hamilton-Jacobi form of inviscid Burgers

We construct a weak form for the system of equations (20) with the side condition (17) in the
usual way through integration by parts. As in the case of Burgers equation, the same weak form
can also be obtained from the first variation of the dual functional (18) or (19). For any field δλ
satisfying the conditions stated below, we intend to find the dual field λ which satisfies the following
equations:

R [λ, γ; δλ, δγ] :=

∫
Ω

(
− Ŷ ∂tδλ+

û 2 δλ

2
− Ŷ ∂xδγ − û δγ

)
dt dx

−
∫ L

0
Y0(x)

(
δλ(x, 0)

)
dx−

∫ T

0
Yl(t)

(
δγ(0, t)

)
dt = 0;

δλ(x, T ) = 0; δγ(L, t) = 0;

λ(x, T ) = λT (T ); γ(L, t) = γr(t),

(22)

where λT (·) and γr(·) are arbitrarily specified functions.

4 Algorithm

As introduced in [1], we compute approximate solutions to the problems of interest by solving them
in a time-concatenated series of space-time subdomains whose (closed) union forms (the closure of)
the entire domain Ω of interest. We solve a distinct, dual (space-time) bvp in each of these stages,
step-by-step, marching in time, where the initial condition and base state in any stage depends on
the output produced from the previous stage, details of which will be explained in the description
of example problems to follow. Each of these subdomains, Ω(s), is referred to as a stage, indexed
by s = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N , Ω = ∪n

s=1Ω
(s).

A two-point Gauss quadrature scheme, in each of the x and t directions, has been utilized to
approximate all the domain and boundary integrals appearing in the work. We will refer to the
collection of nodes corresponding to a specific time (falling on the nodes of discretization) as a nodal
timeline. Similarly, we will refer to the collection of all Gauss points corresponding to a particular
time as a Gauss timeline. The setup for a sample mesh of 2× 2 has been shown in Fig. 2a.

Due to the nature of the arbitrarily chosen (without loss of generality) 0 b.c. utilized on the
dual fields ((4) and (17)) at the final-time boundary of a stage, strong gradients/boundary-layers
can arise in the dual solution that can require excessive refinement to resolve. Since the time-like
extent of any stage is an arbitrary choice subject only to computational expediency and accuracy,
in every stage, solutions obtained for a specified layer of elements in the time-like direction near
the final time boundary of the stage are ignored. We refer to this operation as ‘truncation’. The
following stage initiates from a suitable time near the end of the current stage on the retained mesh
(either at a Gauss timeline or at a nodal timeline, see Fig. 2a), referred to as the ‘cutoff’ line. A
visual representation illustrating this concept is presented in the Fig. 2c.

We employ the Newton Raphson method (NR) within each stage to approximate the solutions.
A linear span of globally continuous, piecewise smooth finite element shape functions corresponding
to an FE mesh for Ω(s) is used to achieve this discretization. These shape functions are represented
by N (·), where (·) denotes the index of any node on the space-time mesh. Let D and U represent the
set of dual and primal variables for the problem under consideration. So, for the Burgers equation,

D := (D1) = (λ); U := (U1) = (u),
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whereas for the Burgers-HJ,

D := (D1, D2) = (λ, γ); U := (U1, U2) = (Y, u).

The discretized dual fields and test functions are expressed as

Di(x, t) = DA
i NA(x, t); δDi(x, t) = δDA

i NA(x, t); dDi(x, t) = dDA
i NA(x, t), (23)

where DA
i denotes the finite element nodal degrees of freedom. The discretized version of the

appropriate weak form (11) or (22) generates a discrete residual RA
i (D) (derived in Sec. 5.1 for the

Burgers equation and Sec. 5.2 for the Burgers-HJ) given by

R[D; δD] = δDA
i RA

i (D)

and its variation in the direction dD, the Jacobian

J [D; δD, dD] = δDA
i JAB

ij (D) dDB
j .

Any stage begins with an initial guess ofD
A(0)
i = 0 followed by solving the following matrix equation

for the kth correction:
−RA

i

(
D(k−1)

)
= JAB

ij

(
D(k−1)

)
dDB

j

D
B(k)
j = D

B(k−1)
j + dDB

j ,
(24)

where D = (∂tλ, ∂xλ) for the Burgers equation and D = (λ, γ, ∂tλ, ∂xγ) for Burgers-HJ. The
convergence criteria for NR is set as follows:

max
A,i

∣∣RA
i

∣∣ < tol,

where tol represents a user-defined threshold tolerance.
The following notation is used in the algorithm:

(·)(s)(k) value of (·) at kth NR iterate for stage s

Nx number of elements in x direction

N
(s)
t number of elements in t direction per stage

t
(s)
i time at the start of stage s

T (s) time over which the stage s is solved

t
(s)
f time at the cutoff line for stage s

Ω(s) (0, L)×
(
t
(s)
i , t

(s)
i + T (s)

)
; domain for stage s

Ū
(s)
k base state for Uk in stage s

βk coefficient(s) defining H in (6) or (15)

U
(s)
0 primal initial condition for stage s

Ω(s)× discarded domain for the stage s

Nc ×Nx number of discarded elements per stage

The algorithm has been presented in table 1. Additional details for the algorithm are as follows:
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Algorithm

Initialization:

1. Set s = 1, t
(0)
f = 0 and U

(1)
0 (x) from (3) or (14) depending on the problem under consider-

ation.

2. Choose the values for T (s), Nx, N
(s)
t , βk, Nc and tol.

sth stage:

1. Set t
(s)
i = t

(s−1)
f and generate U

(s)
0 (s > 1, see Sec. 5 for details). Over the domain Ω(s), set

appropriate Ū
(s)
k .

2. Initiate NR: Set D
A(s)(0)
k = 0.

For j ≥ 0:

i Evaluate R
A(s)(j)
i .

ii Set d(s)(j) = max
A,i

∣∣∣RA(s)(j)
i

∣∣∣ .
if d(s)(j) < tol then go to step 3 (exit loop).

else continue.

iii Evaluate J
AB(s)(j)
ij .

iv Evaluate D
A(s)(j+1)
k using (24).

v do j = j + 1 and go to step 2i

3. D
(s)(j)
k serves as the dual solution for the current stage, while the corresponding Uk serves

as the solution for the primal problem. Discard the results obtained in the region Ω(s)×.

4. Set an appropriate t
(s)
f near the final time obtained on Ω(s)\Ω(s)×.

5. Set s = s+ 1 and repeat steps 1-4 until t
(s)
f ≥ T

Table 1: Algorithm to solve Burgers equation or Burgers-HJ. The subscript index k takes the value of 1 for
Burgers and ranges over (1, 2) for Burgers-HJ.

• Corresponding to the discretized dual fields D, the primal field U can be evaluated using
the appropriate DtP mapping (7) or (16) on the Gauss points within any element, which is
further used in the evaluation of RA

i and JAB
ij .

• For each stage, we discard the results over the final Tc duration of time in that stage (see
Fig. 2c). Denoting by Te the edge-length of elements in the time-like direction (see Fig. 2a),
the truncation operation is carried out over Nc :=

Tc
Te

space-like layers of elements.

• For the Burgers equation, U0(x) := u0(x), whereas for the Burgers-HJ, U0(x) := Y0(x). For
the first stage, initial condition is used from the problem definition (3)or (14), and for all
subsequent stages, the initial condition is generated from the output of the previous stage
(see Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2). The primal boundary conditions obviously need no adjustment in
the course of dual time evolution. These initial and boundary conditions enter into the dual
formulation as natural boundary conditions in each stage.
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1
<latexit sha1_base64="6peOooUrbUoe7NrS0zaHEvBJge8=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9iVoB6DXjxGMA9IlmV20kmGzD6YmQ2EJX/ixYMiXv0Tb/6Nk80eNLGgoajqnp6uIBFcacf5tkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weGRfXzSVnEqGbZYLGLZDahCwSNsaa4FdhOJNAwEdoLJ/cLvTFEqHkdPepagF9JRxIecUW0k37b7+RtZIFKck5Hv+nbVqTk5yDpxC1KFAk3f/uoPYpaGGGkmqFI910m0l1GpORM4r/RThQllEzrCnqERDVF5Wb51Ti6MMiDDWJqKNMnV3xMZDZWahYHpDKkeq1VvIf7n9VI9vPUyHiWpxogtFw1TQXRMFjGQAZfItJgZQpnk5q+EjamkTJuwKiYEd/XkddK+qrnXtfpjvdq4K+IowxmcwyW4cAMNeIAmtIDBFJ7hFd6szHqx3q2PZWvJKmZO4Q+szx9rDpOG</latexit>g1

<latexit sha1_base64="jqylwcxBagMhesCQ8VFOWEkScmo=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtZICF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip/tQrltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OQ/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AOknjQU=</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="mZET1qUrZbMSJvEbPko+YztJxgU=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKUY9FLx4r2FpoQ9hsp+3SzQe7m0IJ/SdePCji1X/izX/jNs1BWx8MPN6b2dl5QSK40o7zbZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Mj+/iko+JUMmyzWMSyG1CFgkfY1lwL7CYSaRgIfAomdwv/aYpS8Th61LMEvZCOIj7kjGoj+bbdz9/IApHinIz8um9XnZqTg6wTtyBVKNDy7a/+IGZpiJFmgirVc51EexmVmjOB80o/VZhQNqEj7Bka0RCVl+Vb5+TCKAMyjKWpSJNc/T2R0VCpWRiYzpDqsVr1FuJ/Xi/Vwxsv41GSaozYctEwFUTHZBEDGXCJTIuZIZRJbv5K2JhKyrQJq2JCcFdPXiedes29qjUeGtXmbRFHGc7gHC7BhWtowj20oA0MpvAMr/BmZdaL9W59LFtLVjFzCn9gff4AbJKThw==</latexit>g2

<latexit sha1_base64="hNdYKAaG0Hl/od2LNsZv1JRQw+Y=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KIqMuiG5cV7APaECaTm3boZBJmJkIN/RI3LhRx66e482+cpllo64ELh3PunTv3BClnSjvOt1VZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/br9sFhVyWZpNChCU9kPyAKOBPQ0Uxz6KcSSBxw6AWT27nfewSpWCIe9DQFLyYjwSJGiTaSb9eHxRu5hHCGhe/6dsNpOgXwKnFL0kAl2r79NQwTmsUgNOVEqYHrpNrLidSMcpjVhpmClNAJGcHAUEFiUF5eLJ3hU6OEOEqkKaFxof6eyEms1DQOTGdM9Fgte3PxP2+Q6ejay5lIMw2CLhZFGcc6wfMUcMgkUM2nhhAqmfkrpmMiCdUmq5oJwV0+eZV0z5vuZfPi/qLRuinjqKJjdILOkIuuUAvdoTbqIIoy9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHorVilTNH6A+szx+lFZMW</latexit>n1

<latexit sha1_base64="GOMwwd9srMY62ZiHCnuxF0oUEms=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0M1gEVyUpRV0W3bisYB/QhjCZTNqhk0mYmQg19EvcuFDErZ/izr9xmmahrQcuHM65d+7c4yecKW3b31ZpY3Nre6e8W9nbPzis1o6OeypOJaFdEvNYDnysKGeCdjXTnA4SSXHkc9r3p7cLv/9IpWKxeNCzhLoRHgsWMoK1kbxadZS/kUkazJHwml6tbjfsHGidOAWpQ4GOV/saBTFJIyo04VipoWMn2s2w1IxwOq+MUkUTTKZ4TIeGChxR5Wb50jk6N0qAwliaEhrl6u+JDEdKzSLfdEZYT9SqtxD/84apDq/djIkk1VSQ5aIw5UjHaJECCpikRPOZIZhIZv6KyARLTLTJqmJCcFZPXie9ZsO5bLTuW/X2TRFHGU7hDC7AgStowx10oAsEUniGV3iznqwX6936WLaWrGLmBP7A+vwBppmTFw==</latexit>n2

<latexit sha1_base64="4mSRiAOC1HPbUsbyd7QN48TyFAA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNnGqGW+xWMa6E1DDpVC8hQIl7ySa0yiQ/CEY3878hyeujYjVPU4S7kd0qEQoGEUrNbFfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NApObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6KYbXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMy+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtNiUbgrf88ippX1S9y2qtWavUb/I4inACp3AOHlxBHe6gAS1gwOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MH4xeNAQ==</latexit>

t

2

3 4

<latexit sha1_base64="dPcg4LRSPtmN2St1tbNHMyEzzNk=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1DJoY2ER0XxAcoS9zVyyZG/v2N0TwpGfYGOhiK2/yM5/4ya5QhMfDDzem2FmXpAIro3rfjuFldW19Y3iZmlre2d3r7x/0NRxqhg2WCxi1Q6oRsElNgw3AtuJQhoFAlvB6Gbqt55QaR7LRzNO0I/oQPKQM2qs9HDXw1654lbdGcgy8XJSgRz1Xvmr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGD+jynAmcFLqphoTykZ0gB1LJY1Q+9ns1Ak5sUqfhLGyJQ2Zqb8nMhppPY4C2xlRM9SL3lT8z+ukJrzyMy6T1KBk80VhKoiJyfRv0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoxNp2RD8BZfXibNs6p3UT2/P6/UrvM4inAEx3AKHlxCDW6hDg1gMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzMW8tOPnMIfyB8/kDGmaNsQ==</latexit>

Le

<latexit sha1_base64="dL74t51HsZYKyCXY/Z/ZVW7kvOk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8eK/YI2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vp7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aOk4VwyaLRaw6AdUouMSm4UZgJ1FIo0BgOxjfzfz2EyrNY9kwkwT9iA4lDzmjxkqPjT72yxW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTUi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrP5qdOyZlVBiSMlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNjOiJqRXvZm4n9eNzXhjZ9xmaQGJVssClNBTExmf5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDolG4K3/PIqaV1Uvavq5cNlpXabx1GEEziFc/DgGmpwD3VoAoMhPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPHyaWjbk=</latexit>

Te

(a) FEM element geometry

<latexit sha1_base64="4mSRiAOC1HPbUsbyd7QN48TyFAA=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNnGqGW+xWMa6E1DDpVC8hQIl7ySa0yiQ/CEY3878hyeujYjVPU4S7kd0qEQoGEUrNbFfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkZcIZPUmK7nJuhnVKNgkk9LvdTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PjZ/NApObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6KYbXfiZUkiJXbLEoTCXBmMy+JgOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtNiUbgrf88ippX1S9y2qtWavUb/I4inACp3AOHlxBHe6gAS1gwOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MH4xeNAQ==</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="jqylwcxBagMhesCQ8VFOWEkScmo=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtZICF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip/tQrltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OQ/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AOknjQU=</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="pXqmZES/uwzY8A7s3uG/+qLYFkQ=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZCCaeyC4x6pHoxSNGeUTYkNlhgAmzs5uZXhNC+AsvHjTGq3/jzb9xFvagYCWdVKq6090VxFIYdN1vZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwajm9RvPnFtRKQecBxzP6QDJfqCUbTS4z3SASclr5TvFopu2Z2BLBMvI0XIUOsWvjq9iCUhV8gkNabtuTH6E6pRMMmn+U5ieEzZyC5oW6poyI0/mV08JadW6ZF+pG0pJDP198SEhsaMw8B2hhSHZtFLxf+8doL9K38iVJwgV2y+qJ9IghFJ3yc9oTlDObaEMi3srYQNqaYMbUhpCN7iy8ukUSl7F+Xzu0qxep3FkYNjOIEz8OASqnALNagDAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnY9664mQzR/AHzucPeyGPfA==</latexit>

Stage 1

<latexit sha1_base64="WnhYqhe7m4TyNdkQu6atLccjvn8=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZCCaeyC4x6pHoxSNGeUTYkNlhgAmzs5uZXhNC+AsvHjTGq3/jzb9xFvagYCWdVKq6090VxFIYdN1vZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwajm9RvPnFtRKQecBxzP6QDJfqCUbTS4z3SASelSinfLRTdsjsDWSZeRoqQodYtfHV6EUtCrpBJakzbc2P0J1SjYJJP853E8JiykV3QtlTRkBt/Mrt4Sk6t0iP9SNtSSGbq74kJDY0Zh4HtDCkOzaKXiv957QT7V/5EqDhBrth8UT+RBCOSvk96QnOGcmwJZVrYWwkbUk0Z2pDSELzFl5dJo1L2Lsrnd5Vi9TqLIwfHcAJn4MElVOEWalAHBgqe4RXeHOO8OO/Ox7x1xclmjuAPnM8ffKePfQ==</latexit>

Stage 2

<latexit sha1_base64="/T+HTsGN6A6KrA3NA3uk2jHaHzs=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBhPBU9iNoh6DXjxGNA9MljA7mSRDZmeXmV4hLPkLLx4U8erfePNvnDwOmljQUFR1090VxFIYdN1vJ7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w/qJko04zUWyUg3A2q4FIrXUKDkzVhzGgaSN4LhzcRvPHFtRKQecBRzP6R9JXqCUbTS4z3SPifFs2Kuky+4JXcKsky8OSnAHNVO/qvdjVgScoVMUmNanhujn1KNgkk+zrUTw2PKhnZBy1JFQ278dHrxmJxYpUt6kbalkEzV3xMpDY0ZhYHtDCkOzKI3Ef/zWgn2rvxUqDhBrthsUS+RBCMyeZ90heYM5cgSyrSwtxI2oJoytCFNQvAWX14m9XLJuyid35ULlet5HFk4gmM4BQ8uoQK3UIUaMFDwDK/w5hjnxXl3PmatGWc+cwh/4Hz+AH4tj34=</latexit>

Stage 3

<latexit sha1_base64="Ig7BBpaHbPRqUDQDfSjVbgnAgWU=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLUDclkaIui25cVrAPaGOYTG7aoZMHMxOhhGz8FTcuFHHrZ7jzb5y2WWjrgQuHc+6dO/d4CWdSWda3UVpZXVvfKG9WtrZ3dvfM/YOOjFNBoU1jHoueRyRwFkFbMcWhlwggoceh641vpn73EYRkcXSvJgk4IRlGLGCUKC255tFg9kYmwM+xcoOHrCZd+yx3zapVt2bAy8QuSBUVaLnm18CPaRpCpCgnUvZtK1FORoRilENeGaQSEkLHZAh9TSMSgnSy2fIcn2rFx0EsdEUKz9TfExkJpZyEnu4MiRrJRW8q/uf1UxVcORmLklRBROeLgpRjFeNpGthnAqjiE00IFUz/FdMREYQqnVlFh2AvnrxMOud1+6LeuGtUm9dFHGV0jE5QDdnoEjXRLWqhNqIoR8/oFb0ZT8aL8W58zFtLRjFziP7A+PwBa6eWSw==</latexit>

t
(s1)
f

<latexit sha1_base64="5anUHL9yUFqJjlMVAShLtaC44s8=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWAR6qYkpajLohuXFewD2hgm05t26OTBzEQoIRt/xY0LRdz6Ge78G6dpFtp64MLhnHvnzj1ezJlUlvVtrKyurW9slrbK2zu7e/vmwWFHRomg0KYRj0TPIxI4C6GtmOLQiwWQwOPQ9SY3M7/7CEKyKLxX0xicgIxC5jNKlJZc83iQv5EKGGZYuf5DWpVu/TxzzYpVs3LgZWIXpIIKtFzzazCMaBJAqCgnUvZtK1ZOSoRilENWHiQSYkInZAR9TUMSgHTSfHmGz7QyxH4kdIUK5+rviZQEUk4DT3cGRI3lojcT//P6ifKvnJSFcaIgpPNFfsKxivAsDTxkAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqnVlZh2AvnrxMOvWafVFr3DUqzesijhI6Qaeoimx0iZroFrVQG1GUoWf0it6MJ+PFeDc+5q0rRjFzhP7A+PwBbS2WTA==</latexit>

t
(s2)
f

<latexit sha1_base64="nqAqgq80ASpKQg/fo9oUBb+8Ru4=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDCwWFRIZakSqICxgoWxSPQhtSFyHKe16jxk3yBVURZ+hYUBhFj5DDb+BrfNAC1HutLROff6+h4vEVyBZX0bS8srq2vrpY3y5tb2zq65t99WcSopa9FYxLLrEcUEj1gLOAjWTSQjoSdYxxvdTPzOI5OKx9E9jBPmhGQQ8YBTAlpyzcP+9I1MMj/H4AYPWVW556e5a1asmjUFXiR2QSqoQNM1v/p+TNOQRUAFUapnWwk4GZHAqWB5uZ8qlhA6IgPW0zQiIVNONl2e4xOt+DiIpa4I8FT9PZGRUKlx6OnOkMBQzXsT8T+vl0Jw5WQ8SlJgEZ0tClKBIcaTNLDPJaMgxpoQKrn+K6ZDIgkFnVlZh2DPn7xI2mc1+6JWv6tXGtdFHCV0hI5RFdnoEjXQLWqiFqIoR8/oFb0ZT8aL8W58zFqXjGLmAP2B8fkDbrOWTQ==</latexit>

t
(s3)
f

(b) Time marching

<latexit sha1_base64="e5uTOZPNeQxdKTLXFn1VE1spZ7k=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJexKUI9BLx4jmIckMcxOZpMhM7vLTK8QlnyFFw+KePVzvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXeXH0th0HW/nZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDYMFGiGa+zSEa65VPDpQh5HQVK3oo1p8qXvOmPbqZ+84lrI6LwHscx7yo6CEUgGEUrPWBPPKYlczbpFYpu2Z2BLBMvI0XIUOsVvjr9iCWKh8gkNabtuTF2U6pRMMkn+U5ieEzZiA5429KQKm666ezgCTm1Sp8EkbYVIpmpvydSqowZK992KopDs+hNxf+8doLBVTcVYZwgD9l8UZBIghGZfk/6QnOGcmwJZVrYWwkbUk0Z2ozyNgRv8eVl0jgvexflyl2lWL3O4sjBMZxACTy4hCrcQg3qwEDBM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3rjjZzBH8gfP5A3dJkDM=</latexit>

t
(s)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="yFJFC5FDArsfglL7lNFZkJ//vAw=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJexKUI9BLx4j5AVJDLOT2WTI7Owy0yuEJR/hxYMiXv0eb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1093lx1IYdN1vZ219Y3NrO7eT393bPzgsHB03TZRoxhsskpFu+9RwKRRvoEDJ27HmNPQlb/nju5nfeuLaiEjVcRLzXkiHSgSCUbRSq/6YlszFtF8oumV3DrJKvIwUIUOtX/jqDiKWhFwhk9SYjufG2EupRsEkn+a7ieExZWM65B1LFQ256aXzc6fk3CoDEkTalkIyV39PpDQ0ZhL6tjOkODLL3kz8z+skGNz0UqHiBLlii0VBIglGZPY7GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTytsQvOWXV0nzsuxdlSsPlWL1NosjB6dwBiXw4BqqcA81aACDMTzDK7w5sfPivDsfi9Y1J5s5gT9wPn8AxvKPNw==</latexit>

T (s)

<latexit sha1_base64="/yh9Vu5hMi2KHFcxVe8Sf5JpNNk=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZCCaeyC4x6pHoxSNGeUTYkNlhgAmzs5uZXhNC+AsvHjTGq3/jzb9xFvagYCWdVKq6090VxFIYdN1vZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwajm9RvPnFtRKQecBxzP6QDJfqCUbTS4z3SASclU8p3C0W37M5AlomXkSJkqHULX51exJKQK2SSGtP23Bj9CdUomOTTfCcxPKZsZBe0LVU05MafzC6eklOr9Eg/0rYUkpn6e2JCQ2PGYWA7Q4pDs+il4n9eO8H+lT8RKk6QKzZf1E8kwYik75Oe0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNqQ0BG/x5WXSqJS9i/L5XaVYvc7iyMExnMAZeHAJVbiFGtSBgYJneIU3xzgvzrvzMW9dcbKZI/gD5/MH362Pvg==</latexit>

Stage s

<latexit sha1_base64="40TgCsytSWQRhjJ3Ajaob/V4WBE=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpSRS1GPRi8cK9gPbWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPjwXX6Djf1srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWRI6CdWLFSOgL1vbHN5nffmJK80je4yRmXkiGkgecEjTSA/aDx7Siz6bFfqnsVJ0Z7GXi5qQMORr90ldvENEkZBKpIFp3XSdGLyUKORVsWuwlmsWEjsmQdQ2VJGTaS2cXT+1TowzsIFKmJNoz9fdESkKtJ6FvOkOCI73oZeJ/XjfB4MpLuYwTZJLOFwWJsDGys/ftAVeMopgYQqji5labjogiFE1IWQju4svLpHVedS+qtbtauX6dx1GAYziBCrhwCXW4hQY0gYKEZ3iFN0tbL9a79TFvXbHymSP4A+vzB6oakEQ=</latexit>

t
(s)
f

<latexit sha1_base64="OWORqQNqBE1h1I8by56CZ8lwaRU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0Ip/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7Gt5nffuLaiFg94iThfkSHSoSCUbTSA5b65Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boL+lGoUTPJZqZcanlA2pkPetVTRiBt/Or90Rs6sMiBhrG0pJHP198SURsZMosB2RhRHZtnLxP+8borhtT8VKkmRK7ZYFKaSYEyyt8lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDG04Wgrf88ippXVS9y2rtvlap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA5rAIIRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPF6aNFQ==</latexit> t
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Tc

(c) Ω(s)

Figure 2: (a) A sample 2 × 2 mesh with element numbers at center. Red dashed lines, passing through
the nodal points (red dots), represent nodal timelines. g1 and g2 represent the first and the second Gauss
timelines passing through the Gauss points of the elements 1 and 2. (b) represents the concatenated domains

after truncation. Additionally, t
(s)
f = t

(s+1)
i .

• To evaluate the quality of the results produced via the algorithm, the corresponding exact
entropy solution to each example is presented in Appendix E.

The figures presented in this work are produced as follows: For each Gauss timeline, we compute
the average of the primal data obtained from the two Gauss points within each element through
which the Gauss timeline traverses. This average is then assigned to the x-coordinate of the element
center and t-coordinate of the Gauss timeline under consideration.

We demonstrate and discuss the results of the computation of five selected examples that
are used to evaluate and understand our dual scheme applied to the Burgers equation and its
corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi form. Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2 deal with the inviscid case of the
Burgers equation and Burgers-HJ, respectively, and we often omit the adjective ‘inviscid.’ Specific
details related to each of these equations are presented below.

4.1 Algorithmic details for the Burgers equation

In order to evaluate solutions to the dual form of the Burgers equation (10), we utilize the residual
(11) and generate the corresponding Jacobian by considering its variation in a direction dλ:

J [δλ; dλ] =

∫
Ω

(
−∂tδλ

(
∂û

∂Di
dDi

)
− û ∂xδλ

(
∂û

∂Di
dDi

))
dt dx,

where D := (∂tλ, ∂xλ).
We employ the approximate dual field (23) in the residual (11) to generate a discrete residual

RA at each node A given by

RA =

∫
Ω

(
−û ∂tN

A − û2 ∂xN
A

2

)
dt dx−

∫ L

0
u0(x)N

A(x, 0) dx−
∫ T

0
ul(t)N

A(0, t) dt.

However, RA = 0 is not imposed for all the nodes corresponding to the right and top boundaries
as a consequence of the Dirichlet b.cs (4). The discrete Jacobian matrix associated with the pair
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of degrees of freedom (A,B) (the coefficient of the term (δλAdλB)) is given by

JAB =

∫
Ω

(
− ∂tN

A − û ∂xN
A
) ( ∂û

∂Di
∂iN

B

)
dt dx;

∂û

∂(∂tλ)
=

1

βu − ∂xλ
;

∂û

∂(∂xλ)
=

û

βu − ∂xλ
,

where ∂1(·) = ∂t(·) and ∂2(·) = ∂x(·).
Based on the algorithm presented in Table. 1, after truncation, the cutoff line for each stage

(from which the next stage commences) is the g2 Gauss timeline of the last layer of retained elements

with t
(s)
f the corresponding physical time. The data for û obtained at this time (required only at

Gauss points) is denoted by û(s)
(
x, t

(s)
f

)
. The initial condition and the base state for the next

stage is set as

u
(s+1)
0 (x) = û(s)

(
x, t

(s)
f

)
;

ū(s+1)(x, t) = S
[
û(s)

(
x, t

(s)
f

)]
,

where S denotes a smoothing operator, and the specific details can be found in Appendix D. In
essence, the primal fields generated in each stage, relying on the dual fields and their derivatives,
may exhibit oscillations, particularly in the vicinity of any shock; the smoothing operation mitigates
these high-wave number oscillations in the base state for the subsequent stage that remains constant
throughout the subsequent cycle. We note that such smoothing is not used to define the initial
condition for the next stage.

4.2 Algorithmic details for the Burgers-HJ

To assess solutions to (20), we employ the residual (22) and generate a corresponding Jacobian by
considering its variation in the direction dD := (dλ, dγ), expressed as

J [δλ, δγ; dλ, dγ] =

∫
Ω

((
−∂t(δλ)− ∂x(δγ)

)( ∂Ŷ

∂Di
dDi

)
+
(
û δλ− δγ

)( ∂û

∂Di
dDi

))
dt dx, (25)

where D := (∂tλ, ∂xγ, λ, γ). The discrete version for the residual (22), computed using the approx-
imate dual fields D as defined in (23), for each node A is given by

RA
1 =

∫
Ω

(
−Ŷ ∂tN

A +
û 2NA

2

)
dt dx−

∫ L

0
Y0(x) (N

A(x, 0)) dx;

RA
2 =

∫
Ω

(
−Ŷ ∂xN

A + û NA
)
dt dx−

∫ T

0
Yl(t) (N

A(0, t)) dt.

RA
1 = 0 for all the nodes corresponding to the top boundary and RA

2 = 0 for all the nodes
corresponding to the right boundary are not imposed as a consequence of the Dirichlet b.cs (17).
The discrete version of the Jacobian corresponding to the degree of freedom pair (A, i), (B, j) is
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given as follows:

JAB
11 =

∫
Ω

(
− ∂Ŷ

∂(∂tλ)
∂tN

A ∂tN
B + û

∂û

∂λ
NANB

)
dt dx;

JAB
12 =

∫
Ω

(
− ∂Ŷ

∂(∂xγ)
∂tN

A ∂xN
B + û

∂û

∂γ
NANB

)
dt dx;

JAB
21 =

∫
Ω

(
− ∂Ŷ

∂(∂tλ)
∂xN

A ∂tN
B − ∂û

∂λ
NANB

)
dt dx;

JAB
22 =

∫
Ω

(
− ∂Ŷ

∂(∂xγ)
∂xN

A ∂xN
B − ∂û

∂γ
NANB

)
dt dx;

∂Ŷ

∂(∂tλ)
=

1

βY
;

∂Ŷ

∂(∂xγ)
=

1

βY
;

∂û

∂λ
= − û

βu + λ
;

∂û

∂γ
=

1

βu + λ
.

In contrast to the examples associated with the Burgers equation, the oscillations observed in
the solution (for Ŷ here) obtained on the Gauss points are significantly more pronounced. To
address this issue, in each stage, the truncation is followed by an L2 projection of Ŷ (Appendix. C)
along the n2 nodal timeline of the last layer of elements obtained on the retained mesh. Such an
operation provides us with a continuous C0 approximant along the considered nodal timeline. This
timeline also serves as the cutoff line for the current stage. The initial condition and the base states
for the following stage are set as follows:

Y
(s+1)
0 (x) = L2

[
Y (s)

(
x, t

(s)
f

)]
;

Ȳ (s+1)(x, t) = Y (s)
(
x, t

(s)
f

)
; ū(s+1) =

d

dx
Y (s)

(
x, t

(s)
f

)
,

where L2[·] represents the L2 projection operator. Unlike the scheme for the Burgers equation, no
smoothing for base states is used for the inviscid Burgers-HJ algorithm.

5 Results

To evaluate the dual scheme, we demonstrate five examples for the two types of equations, each
presenting distinct levels of complexity. For each of the examples introduced in Sec. 5.1, a related
example is generated in Sec. 5.2. This associated example is supplied with the initial and boundary
conditions in a manner that the exact entropy solution produced by the Burgers-HJ equation should
have its derivative equal to the exact entropy solution obtained for the corresponding problem from
the Burgers equation.

5.1 Burgers Equation

For each of the examples presented in this section, the following parameters were set for each stage

in the algorithm: T (s) = 5× 10−3, Nx = 100, N
(s)
t = 100, βk = 106, Nc = 5 and tol = 10−16. This

amounts to a fairly fine discretization of the problem, but our main goal here is not to probe the
computational efficiency of the proposed elementary scheme, but to simply use it to evaluate and
understand the capabilities of our dual variational formulation for nonlinear PDE in this specific
context.
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(a) u(x, t) (b) Exact u(x, t) based on (38) (c) Line plots for u(x, t)

Figure 3: DtP mapping generated primal field u for the expansion fan. Fig. (c) shows minor overshoots as
the fan opens up which may be attributed to the C0 approximation of the dual fields.

5.1.1 Expansion Fan

We consider the Riemann problem corresponding to an expansion fan solution with initial condition
given by:

u0(x) =

{
UL = 0 for x < 0.5

UR = 1 for x > 0.5.
(26)

The problem has non-unique weak solutions (consisting of the continuous rarefaction wave and an
entire family of discontinuous solutions with shocks), and a unique ‘entropy’ solution is obtained
by imposing an entropy condition [9, 10] (also see App. E). This entropy solution is a rarefaction
wave, which for t > 0 in an infinite domain is given by (38).

We use the primal boundary condition ul(t) = 0 and apply the Dirichlet b.cs λT (x) = λr(t) = 0.
The results for this setup are shown in Fig. 3.

Comparing Fig. 3a against Fig. 3b, it is surprising to see that the dual scheme automatically
picks up only the entropy solution without enforcing any further conditions, and seems to be
incapable of recovering the other possible weak solutions for the equation.

5.1.2 Shock

We next consider the Riemann problem (26) with

UL = 1; UR = 0.

The exact entropy solution to this problem on an infinite domain is given by (40).
We use the primal boundary condition ul(t) = 1 and apply the Dirichlet b.cs λT (x) = λr(t) = 0.

The results for this setup has been shown in Fig. 4. The over(under)shoot seen around the shock
profile at any time in Fig. 4b arise due to the C0 FE interpolation of the dual fields. Nevertheless,
the shock profile effectively captures the accurate height and speed, aligning closely with the exact
entropy solution.

5.1.3 Double Shock

Here we assess the dual formulation in the setting of two traveling shocks interacting with each
other. Consider the following initial condition

u0(x) =


1 for x < 0.25

0.5 for 0.25 < x < 0.5

0 for x > 0.5.
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(a) u(x, t) (b) Line plots for u(x, t)

Figure 4: DtP mapping generated primal field u for the shock problem . In Figure (a), the black asterisks
represent the shock trajectory based on the exact entropy solution, which is being superimposed on the
original plot.

(a) u(x, t) (b) Line plots for u(x, t)

Figure 5: DtP mapping generated primal field u for a double shock. In Figure (a), the black asterisks
represent the shock trajectories for the two shocks based on the exact entropy solution, which is being
superimposed on the original plot. The two shocks merge at (x, t) = (0.625, 0.5)

The solution to this problem on an infinite domain is given by (42).
We use the primal boundary condition ul(t) = 1 and apply the Dirichlet b.cs λT (x) = λr(t) = 0.

The results for this setup are shown in Fig. 5.
Evident form Fig. 5b, the instabilities near the two shocks, caused by the continuous interpo-

lation, do not accumulate as the shocks merge. Instead, they vanish, leaving no indication of a
double shock presence. Based on Fig. 5a, it is also evident that the dual problem correctly captures
the accurate shock speeds for each individual shock.

5.1.4 Half N-wave

The objective of this problem is to evaluate the dual formulation when a shock wave decreases in
size and experiences a change in speed during its propagation Fig. E.4. We call this problem as a
half N-wave, adapting standard terminology in the literature (even though it looks like a ‘reflected’
half N). Consider the following initial condition:

u0(x) =


0 for x < x0
h0
l0
(x− x0) for x0 ≤ x < x0 + l0

0 for x > x0 + l0,
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(a) u(x, t) (b) Line plots for u(x, t)

Figure 6: DtP mapping generated primal field u for the half N-wave problem. In Fig.(a), the black
asterisks represent the shock trajectory based on the exact entropy solution, which is being superimposed on
the original plot. In Figure (b), the adjacent black lines, aligned with the original plot lines at various time
points, depict the position and height of the shock based on the exact entropy solution for those respective
times.

where x0 = 0.25, l0 = 0.25 and h0 = 2. The solution to this problem on an infinite domain is given
by (44).

We use the primal boundary condition ul(t) = 0 and apply the Dirichlet b.cs λT (x) = λr(t) = 0.
The results for this setup are shown in Fig. 6.

The geometry in this example is more intricate compared to previous examples, featuring both
a fan at x = 0.25 and a traveling shock. As explained in Appendix. E.4, conservation of the
area under the right-angled triangle dictates the speed and the height of the shock, which vary
non-linearly in time. The dual formulation successfully captures this phenomenon.

5.1.5 N-wave

The objective of this problem is to evaluate the dual formulation in the context of two expansion
fans in opposite directions converging to form a standing shock whose magnitude dissipates over
time (Fig. 19a). Consider the following initial condition:

u0(x) =


0 for x < 0.25

−4h0(x− 0.5) for 0.25 ≤ x < 0.75

0 for x > 0.75;

h0 = 2.

The solution to this problem on an infinite domain is given by (48).
We use the primal boundary condition ul(t) = 0 and apply the Dirichlet b.cs λT (x) = λr(t) = 0.
Based on the discussion found in E.5 related to Fig. 19b, each of the two tips at x = 0.25

and x = 0.75 travel in opposite directions while maintaining a constant speed and height. The
information originating from the range x ∈ (0.25, 0.75) at time t = 0 ultimately converges to form
a standing shock at x = 0.5 and tm = 0.125. Subsequently, the standing shock gradually self-
annihilates. The results based on the dual scheme for this setup, shown in Fig. 7, manages to
capture this whole sequence of events quite well.
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(a) u(x, t) (b) Exact u(x, t) based on (48) (c) Line plots for u(x, t)

Figure 7: DtP mapping generated primal field u for the N-wave problem. In Fig. 7c, the dashed lines use
colors matching those of the line plots at specific times to represent the true height at those times according
to the exact entropy solution. The black dashed line corresponds to the height of the tip before the shock
formation occurs.

(a) Exact time plots for Y (x, t) (b) Line plots for Y (x, t) obtained using the dual
scheme

Figure 8: The two plots have been drawn on same scale. Fig.(b) shows DtP mapping generated primal
field Y for the Fan problem. The dots in various colors at x = 1 correspond to the exact value of Y derived
from the exact entropy solution (39), corresponding to the time indicated by the color of each respective dot.

5.2 Inviscid Burgers-HJ

For the examples presented in this section, the following parameters were set for each stage in the
algorithm: βY = βu = 106, Nc = 5 and tol = 10−16. The parameters defining the mesh were

Nx = 50, N
(s)
t = 10 with T (s) = 5× 10−3. This is again a fine discretization, and our concern here

is simply to evaluate the dual formulation of the problem.

5.2.1 Expansion Fan

Consider the following initial condition:

Y0(x) =

{
0 for x < 0.5

x for x > 0.5.

The exact entropy solution for this setup on an infinite domain is given by (39). To evaluate the
dual solutions numerically on Ω, we impose Yl(t) = 0, naturally. The results obtained for this setup
are show in Fig. 8, which shows an unexpected dip in the Y profiles at x = 0.5.
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(a) Y (x, t) (b) Line plots for Y (x, t)

Figure 9: DtP mapping generated primal field Y for the Shock problem. In Figure(a), the black dots
represent the trajectory of the kink based on the exact entropy solution (41). In Figure (b), the dots plotted
at Y = 0.5 with colors matching those of the line plots represent the position of the kink based on the exact
Y profile (41) at that specific time.

This discrepancy indicates that the dual scheme does not capture the entropy solution for this
particular setup. Upon closer inspection one can notice that the dip actually represents a standing
shock which can be confirmed by approximating the spatial gradient (u) to the immediate left and
to the right of x = 0.5, and using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition such that

c (x = 0.5, t) =
∂xY (x = 0.5+, t) + ∂xY (x = 0.5−, t)

2
≈ 1 + (−1)

2
= 0.

Thus the evolution profiles indicates that a fan breaks up into a locally standing shock which
then propagates information in both directions. We note that within an expansion fan, a shock is
acceptable as a weak solution.

5.2.2 Shock

Consider the initial condition and the boundary condition given by

Y0(x) =

{
x for x < 0.5

0.5 for x > 0.5;

Yl(t) = − t

2
,

respectively. For these conditions, we expect to recover the solution given by (41), the derivative
of which recovers the shock presented in 5.1.2. The Y data obtained at different times from the
simulation of the dual problem has been shown in Fig. 9.

Referring to Fig. 9b, it is apparent that kink in the Y profiles moves at an approximate speed of
0.5. This kink signifies the presence of a shock in the u profile, where the slope of the Y (equivalent
to u) profile changes from 1 to 0. As depicted in Fig. 9b, minor oscillation-type instabilities are
still noticeable in the Y profiles as time advances.
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(a) Y (x, t) (b) Line plots for Y (x, t)

Figure 10: DtP mapping generated primal field Y for the double shock. In Fig.(a), the black dots represent
the trajectory of the two kinks in the space-time domain based on the exact expressions (43). The solid
black lines represent contour lines corresponding to the characteristics of u derived through dual scheme in
the vicinity of the double shock. In Figure (b), the dots plotted with colors matching those of the line plots
represent the position and height of the kinks based on the exact Y profile (43) at that specific time.

5.2.3 Double Shock

Consider the initial condition and the boundary condition given by

Y0(x) =


x for x < 0.25

x/2 + 0.125 for 0.25 < x < 0.5

0.375 for x > 0.5;

Yl(t) = − t

2
,

respectively. For these conditions, we expect to recover the solution given by (43), the derivative of
which recovers the double shock presented in 5.1.3. The results for this setup are shown in Fig. 10.

Similar to the shock example, this problem has two kinks emnating at t = 0 corresponding to
the two shocks, traveling at different speeds, merging at t = 0.5. Apparent from Fig. 10a, the
characteristics originating between x = 0.25 and x = 0.5 move at a slower speed compared to the
approaching kink from the left, eventually merging with it. The dual formulation captures this
phenomenon, although (very minor) instabilities are again visible as evident in Fig. 10b

5.2.4 Half N-wave

Consider the following equation set:

Y0(x) =



0 for x < x0

h0
l0

(
x2 + x20

2
− x0 x

)
for x0 ≤ x < x0 + l(t)

h0 l0
2

for x > x0 + l(t).

The exact expression for Y for this setup is given by (45), the spatial derivative of which represents
the Half N-wave presented in Sec. 5.1.4. The results obtained via our dual scheme is shown in
Fig. 11.
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(a) Exact time plots for Y (x, t) (b) Line plots for Y (x, t) obtained using the dual
scheme

Figure 11: The two plots have been drawn on same scale. Fig.(b) represents the DtP mapping generated Y
profiles. The black circles along the kinks represent the trajectory of one of the multiple kinks whose spatial
derivatives exhibit a shock-like behavior.

Comparing against the profiles for Y based on the exact entropy solution illustrated in 11a,
we immediately notice the standing shock behavior (as in the case of the fan example) here at
x = 0.25. Additionally, we notice several small shock-like structures nucleating one after other at
different points in space as the curved section of the profile between x = 0.25 and x = 0.5 advances.
A ‘shock’ speed analysis similar to the fan example, but now on one such structure characterized
by a kink for which the spatial derivative (u) approximately goes from 1 to 0 (shown by the circles
in Fig. 11b), reveals that the distance travelled by this kink in a given time approximates well
the distance suggested by the ‘shock speed’ of the kink within that time, establishing that these
structures indeed behave like shocks.

5.2.5 N-wave

As the last example, the following initial and boundary conditions are considered:

Y0(x) =


0 for x < 0.25

−2h0(x
2 − x)− 3h0/8 for 0.25 ≤ x < 0.75

0 for x > 0.75;

Yl(t) = 0;

h0 = 2.

The exact entropy solution for this setup is given by (49), which gets approximated well based
on the profiles displayed in Fig. 12, although we again notice the standing shock formations at
x = 0.25 and x = 0.75 after a certain time based on Fig. 12b.

5.3 Viscous Burgers-HJ

Evident from the examples presented in the last section, the dual scheme does not recover the
entropy solutions in the case of the Fan 5.2.1, the Half N-wave 5.2.4 and the N-wave 5.2.5. As
mentioned previously, for any Riemann problem of the form (26) with UR > UL, the equation has
non-unique weak solutions and the entropy condition, i.e. information along characteristics travel
towards the shock-curve in space-time and not away from it, acts to select a solution, in this case a
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(a) Exact time plots for Y (x, t) (b) Line plots for Y (x, t) obtained using the dual
scheme

Figure 12: The two plots have been drawn on same scale. Fig.(b) represents the DtP mapping generated
Y profiles. The dots in various colors at x = 0.5 correspond to the exact value of Y derived from (49),
corresponding to the time indicated by the color of each respective dot, after the kink formation takes place
at t = 0.125.

fan. This ambiguity disappears when viscosity is introduced; indeed, entropy solutions for inviscid
Burgers(-HJ) are known to be limits of Burgers solutions as ν → 0. While our scheme recovers
entropy solutions when dealing with the Burgers equation examples in Sec. 5.1, this does not
happen with the computational scheme for Burgers-HJ, and it appears to recover a greater variety
of weak solutions (which, in a sense, is what the scheme, in and of itself, is required to do without
any further conditions). The examples presented in the last section demonstrate this point.

Considering the functional (19), it is evident that the derivative ∂xλ is not being penalized.
This allows for spatial discontinuities to exist in λ (that may arise from even inevitable numerical
round-off errors in λ), and correspondingly in û due to the DtP mapping (16b). These discontinuous
will be propagated in the spatial domain due to the inherent characteristics of the inviscid Burgers
equation. To test this hypothesis, we work with a dual formulation of Burgers-HJ (12) with ν ̸= 0.

The first order system associated with (12) can be written as

∂tY = −u2

2
+ ν∂xu in Ω; (27a)

∂xY = u in Ω. (27b)

The formulation for this set of equations is analogous to the formulation presented in Sec. 3.
Consider the following pre-dual functional given by

ŜH [Y, u, λ, γ ] =

∫
Ω

L(Y, u,D, x, t) dt dx−
∫ T

0
fi(t)λ(x, t) dt

∣∣∣∣x=L

x=0

−
∫ L

0
Y0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
Yl(t) γ(0, t) dt; (28)

L(Y, u,D, x, t) = −Y ∂tλ +
u 2λ

2
− Y ∂xγ + ν u ∂xλ− u γ +

βY
2
(Y − Ȳ )2 +

βu
2
(u− ū)2,

where fi, i = 1, 2, are prescribed functions on the left and right boundaries defining natural
boundary conditions on those boundaries when λ is allowed to freely vary there. Employing the
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following conditions yields the DtP map

∂L
∂Y

= 0 : Y = Y (H)(D, x, t) = Ȳ +
∂tλ+ ∂xγ

βY
; (29a)

∂L
∂u

= 0 : u = u(H)(D, x, t) = ū+
γ − λū− ν ∂xλ

βu + λ
, (29b)

where D := (λ, γ, ∂tλ, ∂xλ, ∂xγ). Substituting the DtP mapping back into (28) gives us the func-
tional SH [λ, µ] which can be explicitly written as

SH [λ, γ] =

∫
Ω

(
−K1

βY
(∂tλ + ∂xγ)

2 − K2

βu
(ν ∂xλ+ ūλ− γ)2

)
dt dx

+

∫
Ω

(
Ȳ (∂tλ+ ∂xγ) + ū

(
λū

2
− γ + ν ∂xλ

))
dt dx

−
∫ L

0
Y0(x)λ(x, 0) dx−

∫ T

0
Yl(t) γ(0, t) dt,

where

K1 =
1

2
; K2 =

1

2
(
1 + λ

βu

) ,
and for βu ≫ |λ|, ∂xλ now gets penalized (multiplied by ν). Of course, the E-L equations of SH is
(27) with the standard substitution of (Y, u) → (Ŷ , û).

Considering the ellipticity of E-L equations of SH , i.e. (27) with the above replacement, the
matrix in (21) now has a modification:

A1212 =
ν2

βu + λ
,

with the other terms unchanged. Correspondingly, we have

ciAijcj =
(c1 + c4)

2

βY
+

c22 ν
2

βu + λ
=

(c1 + c4)
2

βY
+

c22 ν
2

βu

(
1 + λ

βu

) ∀c ∈ R4.

In case when λ = 0, we always have ciAijcj ≥ 0 for non-trivial c. Additionally in a neighborhood
of λ = 0, where |λ| ≪ βu,

ciAijcj ≥ 0 ∀c ∈ R4.

This establishes that Aijkl is positive semi-definite in this neighborhood and the equation set (27) is
locally degenerate elliptic. In contrast to the inviscid Burgers-HJ, the only rank-one matrices along
which C : AC = 0 are of the form (0, a2)⊗ (1, 0) for any a2 ∈ R. Based on the discussion in Sec. 3,
it follows that ellipticity is lost only along the normal (1, 0), where the first argument represents
the component of the normal along the time direction. This is consistent with solutions of Burgers
equation (ν ̸= 0) as spatial discontinuities in u are not allowed. The only discontinuity allowed is in
∂tγ across space-like surfaces (t = constant) but the DtP mapping equations (29) shows that this
does not affect u(H) and hence the mapped primal solutions are continuous; a similar conclusion
was also obtained in our dual formulation for the heat equation (see-[1, Sec. 5]).

Similar to the inviscid case, we obtain the following side conditions:

Ŷ (x, 0) = Y0(x); Ŷ (0, t) = Yl(t) (30)
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(a) Y (x, t) (b) Exact Y (x, t) based on (39) (c) Line plots for Y (x, t)

Figure 13: DtP mapping generated primal field Y for the fan example with ν = 10−3. In Fig.(c), the
dots in various colors at last spatial Gauss point correspond to the exact value of Y derived from (39),
corresponding to the time indicated by the color of each respective dot.

where Ŷ = Y (H)(D(x, t), x, t) . Additionally, on each of the boundaries, the following operation can
be performed which lead to different classes of boundary conditions and hence different problem
setups:

• λ can be specified as a Dirichlet BC with a fixed arbitrary value. In such a case, δλ = 0 on
the boundary under consideration and we obtain (30) as the only natural b.cs.

• If λ is not specified and allowed to vary freely, then an extra natural BC for SH ,

ν û = fi

emerges, corresponding to the boundary under consideration.

Our focus is primarily on observing the effect of the ν term in the bulk of the domain. Accordingly,
we consider the second BC above, weakly enforcing u = 0 on both ends. The impact of this term
on the boundaries becomes more pronounced for higher values of ν, and we want to operate with
as small a value of ν as possible. In the following, we show calculations for ν = 10−3 for the Fan,
the Half N-wave and the N-wave problems.

The residual (22) and Jacobian (25) and their corresponding discrete versions are now appro-
priately modified.

5.3.1 Fan

Considering 5.2.1 with an active ν, the outcomes are presented in Fig. 13. It is apparent from the
figure that the results have exhibited enhancement and closely resemble the exact outcomes of the
inviscid case. Upon close inspection, a slight deviation from the exact expression can be noticed
close to the right boundary. This discrepancy can be attributed to the influence of an active ν and
more specifically, to the natural imposition of νu = 0 on that boundary.

5.3.2 Half N-wave

Considering 5.2.4 again with an active ν term, the results as shown in Fig. 14. The boundary effects
in this problem are not very pronounced because the Half N-wave itself has a value of u = 0 on
the right boundary for a significant duration based on the exact expression. With a small viscosity
ν, one would not anticipate the solution for this problem to be significantly different from the case
where ν = 0, which is also evident from the results presented.
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(a) Y (x, t) (b) Exact Y (x, t) based on (45) (c) Line plots for Y (x, t)

Figure 14: DtP mapping generated primal field Y for the Half N-wave with ν = 10−3. In Fig.(c), the
coloured dots at Y = 0.25 represent the trajectory of the kink in the space-time domain based on the exact
expressions (43) for ν = 0.

5.3.3 N-wave

Considering the problem 5.2.5 again with an active ν, the results are presented in 15, from which
it is evident that the two dips have been resolved. Furthermore, the line plots for Y derived from
the L2 projected data at different nodal times are displayed, revealing the existence of a kink at
the node located at x = 0.5. A slight deviation in the speed at which the kink travels down from
the exact expression may again be attributed to the presence of an active ν.

5.4 Inviscid Burgers-HJ with Viscous base states

In this section we will explore solutions to the inviscid Burgers-HJ equation generated from the
dual scheme with base states provided from exact solutions to the (viscous) Burgers-HJ equation
with small viscosity.

Given an initial condition u0(x) for the Burgers equation, for x ∈ R, the Hopf-Cole transfor-
mation can be used to derive the exact expression for u(x, t) [11] along with its antiderivative with
respect to x, Y (x, t), such that for t > 0 and x ∈ R,

Y (x, t) = −2ν log

[
1

2
√
πνt

∫ ∞

−∞
e−

Y0(y)
2ν

− (x−y)2

4νt dy

]
; (31a)

u(x, t) =

∫∞
−∞

x−y
t e−

(x−y)2

4νt
−Y0(x)

2ν dy∫∞
−∞ e−

(x−y)2

4νt
−Y0(x)

2ν dy
, (31b)

where Y0 can be generated via

Y0(x, t) =

∫ x

0
u0(y, t) dy

and we set Y0(0) = 0 without loss of generality. These expressions will be denoted as the ‘viscous’
formulae.

For ν → 0, the formula (31) for u(x, t) recovers the solution to the inviscid Burgers equation.
Motivated by this fact, we set a small value ν = 10−3 and generate the solutions to the Burgers
equation using the expressions (31). We consider the algorithm presented for the Burgers equation
(Sec. 5.1) and use the same settings as used for the Half N-wave (Sec. 5.1.4), except that the
base state for u is now set based the expression obtained using the formula (31b). The result for
such a setup is shown in Fig. 16a. Similarly for the Burgers-HJ, we utilize the algorithm on the
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(a) Y (x, t) (b) Exact Y (x, t) based on (49)

(c) Line plots for Y (x, t) (d) Line plots for L2 projected Y (x, t)

Figure 15: DtP mapping generated primal field Y for the N-wave with ν = 10−3. In Fig. 15c and Fig. 15d,
the colored dots at X = 0.5 represent the trajectory of the kink in the space-time domain based on the exact
expressions (49) for ν = 0.

Half N-wave (Sec. 5.2.4), with the base states for Y and u obtained from the formulae 31a and
31b, respectively. We use coarser meshes as compared to 5.2.4 and set Nx = 50, Nt = 400 and
T (s) = 0.01 (fine meshes work as well). The result for this setup has been shown in Fig. 16b.

Based on the results we observe the following:

• In the case of the inviscid Burgers equation, the unique entropy solution is again recovered,
now with no smoothing operator for base state generation (which is to be expected).

• In the case of the dual inviscid Burgers-HJ, using the viscous base states is one way of
enforcing the entropy condition.
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(a) u(x, t) (b) Y (x, t)

Figure 16: (a) is obtained from the formulation based on the Burgers equation Sec. 5.2. (b) is produced
using the formulation based on Burgers-HJ Sec. 5.1. Respective base states used for both the problems are
based on the viscous formulas (31).
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Appendices

A Review of the general formalism

The following two subsections are excerpted from [8, 6] to make this paper self-contained.

A.1 The essential idea: An optimization problem for an algebraic system of
equations

Consider a generally nonlinear system of algebraic equations in the variables x ∈ Rn given by

Aα(x) = 0, (32)

where A : Rn → RN is a given function (a simple example would be Aα(x) = Āαi x
i − bα, α =

1 . . . N, i = 1 . . . n, where Ā is a constant matrix, not necessarily symmetric (when n = N), and b
is a constant vector). We allow for all possibilities 0 < n ⪋ N > 0.

The goal is to construct an objective function whose critical points solve the system (32) (when
a solution exists) by defining an appropriate x∗ ∈ Rn satisfying Aα(x

∗) = 0.
For this, consider first the auxiliary function

ŜH(x, z) = zαAα(x) +H(x)

(where H belongs to a class of scalar-valued function to be defined shortly) and define

SH(z) = zαAα(xH(z)) +H(xH(z))

with the requirement that the system of equations

zα
∂Aα

∂xi
(x) +

∂H

∂xi
(x) = 0 (33)
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be solvable for the function x = xH(z) through the choice of H, and any function H that facilitates
such a solution qualifies for the proposed scheme.

In other words, given a specific H, it should be possible to define a function xH(z) that satisfies

zα∂xiAα(xH(z)) + ∂xiH(xH(z)) = 0 ∀z ∈ RN

(the domain of the function xH may accommodate more intricacies, but for now we stick to the
simplest possibility). Note that (33) is a set of n equations in n unknowns regardless of N (z for
this argument is a parameter).

Assuming this is possible, we have

∂SH

∂zβ
(z) = Aβ(xH(z)) +

(
zα

∂Aα

∂xi
(xH(z)) +

∂H

∂xi
(xH(z))

)
∂xiH
∂zβ

(z) = Aβ(xH(z)),

using (33). Thus,

• if z0 is a critical point of the objective function SH satisfying ∂zβSH(z0) = 0, then the system
Aα(x) = 0 has a solution defined by xH(z0);

• if the system Aα(x) = 0 has a unique solution, say y, and if zH0 is any critical point of SH ,
then xH

(
zH0
)
= y, for all admissible H.

• If Aα(x) = 0 has non-unique solutions, but ∂zβS(z) = 0 (N equations in N unknowns) has a
unique solution for a specific choice of the function z 7→ xH(z) related to a choice of H, then
such a choice of H may be considered a selection criterion for imparting uniqueness to the
problem Aα(x) = 0.

• Finally, to see the difference of this approach with the Least-Squares (LS) Method, we note
that the optimality condition for the objective Aα(x)Aα(x) is Aα(x)∂xiAα(x) = 0 ≠⇒
Aα(x) = 0.

For a linear system Āx = b, the LS governing equations are given by

ĀT Āz = ĀT b,

with LS solution defined as z even when the original problem Āx = b does not have a solution
(i.e., when b is not in the column space of Ā). The LS problem always has a solution, of
course. In contrast, in the present duality-based approach with quadratic H(x) = 1

2x
Tx the

governing equation is
−ĀĀT z = b

with solution to Āx = b given by x = −ĀT z, and the problem has a solution only when
Āx = b has a solution, since the column spaces of the matrices Ā and ĀĀT are identical.

A.2 The idea behind the general formalism

The proposed scheme for generating variational principles for nonlinear PDE systems may be
abstracted as follows: We first pose the given system of PDE as a first-order system (introducing
extra fields representing (higher-order) space and time derivatives of the fields of the given system);
as before let us denote this collection of primal fields by U . ‘Multiplying’ the primal equations
by dual Lagrange multiplier fields, the collection denoted by D, adding a function H(U), solely
in the variables U (the purpose of which, and associated requirements, will be clear shortly), and
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integrating by parts over the space-time domain, we form a ‘mixed’ functional in the primal and
dual fields given by

ŜH [U,D] =

∫
[0,T ]×Ω

LH(D, U) dtdx

where D is a collection of local objects in D and at most its first order derivatives. We then require
that the family of functions H be such that it allows the definition of a function UH(D) such that

∂LH

∂U
(D, UH(D)) = 0

so that the dual functional, defined solely on the space of the dual fields D, given by

SH [D] =

∫
[0,T ]×Ω

LH(D, UH(D)) dtdx

has the first variation

δSH =

∫
[0,T ]×Ω

∂LH

∂D
δD dtdx.

By the process of formation of the functional ŜH , it can then be seen that the (formal) E-L equations
arising from δSH have to be the original first-order primal system, with U substituted by UH(D),
regardless of the H employed.

Thus, the proposed scheme may be summarized as follows: we wish to pursue the following
(local-global) critical point problem

extremize
D

∫
[0,T ]×Ω

extremize
U

LH(D(t, x), U) dtdx,

where the pointwise extremization of LH over U , for fixed D, is made possible by the choice of H.
Furthermore, assume the Lagrangian LH can be expressed in the form

LH(D, U) := −P (D) · U + f(U,D) +H(U)

for some function P defined by the structure of the primal first-order system ((linear terms in) first
derivatives of U after multiplication by the dual fields and integration by parts always produce such
terms), and for some function f which, when non-zero, does not contain any linear dependence in
U . Our scheme requires the existence of a function UH defined from ‘solving ∂L

∂U (D, U) = 0 for U ,’
i.e. ∃ UH(P (D),D) s.t. the equation

−P (D) +
∂f

∂U
(UH(P (D),D),D) +

∂H

∂U
(UH(P (D),D)) = 0

is satisfied. This requirement may be understood as follows: define

f(U,D) +H(U) =: M(U,D)

and assume that it is possible, through the choice of H, to make the function ∂M
∂U (U,D) monotone

in U so that a function UH(P,D) can be defined that satisfies

∂M

∂U
(UH(P,D),D) = P, ∀P.

Then the Lagrangian is

L(D, UH(P (D),D)) = −P (D) · UH(P (D),D) +M(UH(P (D),D),D) =: −M∗(P (D),D)
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x2 + y2 = 1

Figure 17: Schematic of Circle-line intersection.

where M∗(P,D) is the Legendre transform of the function M w.r.t U , with D considered as a
parameter.

Thus, our scheme may also be interpreted as designing a concrete realization of abstract saddle
point problems in optimization theory [12], where we exploit the fact that, in the context of ‘solving’
PDE viewed as constraints implemented by Lagrange multipliers to generate an unconstrained
problem, there is a good deal of freedom in choosing an objective function(al) to be minimized. We
exploit this freedom in choosing the function H to develop dual variational principles corresponding
to general systems of PDE.

B Application of base states: a simple example

Consider the following algebraic system of equations for (x, y) ∈ R2, α ∈ R:

x2 + y2 = 1

x = α.
(34)

A schematic is shown in Fig. 17, and solutions are given by {(α,±
√
1− α2) : |α| ≤ 1}. We use

the logic of Appendix A.1 to multiply each of the above equations by a dual multiplier and add a
quadratic auxiliary potential H:

Ŝ(x, y, λ, γ) = λ(x2 + y2 − 1) + γ(x− α) +
1

2
(x− x̄)2 +

1

2
(y − ȳ)2,

where x̄, ȳ ∈ R are constants (in this algebraic problem), and we will refer to the pair as a ‘base
state.’ Next we need to generate the analog of the mapping function xH of Appendix A.1, also
referred to as the DtP mapping in the text:

∂S

∂x
= 0 : 2λx+ γ + (x− x̄) = 0 ⇒ for λ ̸= −1

2
, xH(λ, γ) =

x̄− γ

2λ+ 1
;

∂S

∂y
= 0 : 2λy + (y − ȳ) = 0 ⇒ for λ ̸= −1

2
, yH(λ) =

ȳ

2λ+ 1
.

(35)

λ ̸= −1
2
: Considering only the case λ ̸= −1

2 for the moment, the dual objective function is now

obtained by substituting the DtP mapping into Ŝ:

S(λ, γ) = λ
(
x2H(λ, γ) + y2H(λ, γ)− 1

)
+ γ (xH(λ, γ)− α) +

1

2
(xH(λ, γ)− x̄)2 +

1

2
(yH(λ, γ)− ȳ)2 .
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The critical point equations for this objective, by design, are the equations (34) with the substitution
(x → xH , y → yH):

(x̄− γ)2

(2λ+ 1)2
+

ȳ2

(2λ+ 1)2
= 1

x̄− γ

2λ+ 1
= α.

A necessary condition for solutions is

(2λ+ 1)2(1− α2)− ȳ2 = 0

which implies that dual solutions exist only for |α| ≤ 1 and when |α| = 1 only if ȳ = 0.
Thus, for |α| < 1, ȳ ̸= 0,

λ =
1

2

(
± |ȳ|√

1− α2
− 1

)
; γ = x̄− α(2λ+ 1).

are the extrema of S.
Since only λ ̸= −1

2 is being considered, we do not consider the case |α| < 1, ȳ = 0 here.
For |α| = 1, ȳ = 0, the pairs

−1

2
̸= λ ∈ R arbitrary; γ = x̄− α(2λ+ 1).

are the extrema of S.
Putting these dual solutions back into the DtP mapping (35), we recover the correct primal

solutions as expected.
λ = −1

2
: When λ = −1

2 , extrema of S exist only for ȳ = 0 and are given by (λ = −1
2 , γ = x̄).

However, note that this class of dual solutions does not define solutions to the primal problem in
a non-vacuous manner (i.e. while all primal solutions are admitted, it does not provide specific
guidance for generating primal solutions).

The following conclusion can be drawn from this simple, yet non-trivial, example:

• A ‘good’ choice of the auxiliary function can be crucial for the success of the dual scheme
in generating solutions to the primal problem. For example, if ‘no base states’ are invoked
within this class of quadratic auxiliary functions, i.e. (x̄, ȳ) = (0, 0), while dual extrema
exist, the scheme essentially fails to define primal solutions, except for the case |α| = 1. And
when the latter is the case for the primal problem, then a base state with non-zero ȳ is not
feasible for defining dual and primal solutions to the problem.

C L2 projection

Let u represent the primal field under consideration, which may depend on the derivatives of the dual
fields (approximated using linear FE shape functions). To achieve a C0 continuous approximation
of u in the domain Ω ⊂ R or R2, we employ the following method: Let uh represent the projection
of u onto a space Vh formed by the linear span of globally continuous, piecewise smooth finite
element shape functions corresponding to a FE mesh for Ω. We enforce the following condition
upon uh:

uh = argmin
v∈Vh

∫
Ω

1

2
|u− v|2 dΩ.
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Let NA represent the basis functions associated with any node with an index A. The discrete
version of the optimality condition of the above statement is

N∑
A=1

N∑
B=1

δuAh

(∫
Ω
NANB dΩ

)
uBh =

N∑
A=1

δuAh

∫
Ω
NA u dΩ, (36)

where uBh denotes the nodal value at node B of the sought continuous projection of u, and δuh :=
δuAhN

A is a test function. The primal data for the integral in the right hand side of (36) is obtained
from the Gauss points of 1-D/2-D element. In solving (36), we impose any known data, e.g. initial
and boundary conditions of the primal problem, as known function values uAh , at corresponding
nodes A where the data is known, with δuAh = 0. Using the arbitrariness of the remaining ‘free’
δuAh , we obtain a system of linear equations to solve for the unconstrained nodal values uBh , B ∈
{1, . . . , N}.

If the u profile of the primal field is required only at a specific time, then conducting a 1-D L2

projection along that timeline is advisable since it is computationally inexpensive. As a consequence
of C0 type FE shape functions being employed, the time derivatives of the dual fields experience
discontinuities across nodal timelines. In such a case the value of the time derivative on any nodal
timeline can be approximated as an average of the value obtained from the element above and
below the spatial point of interest (these values remain constant in the direction of time within any
element). With the inputs to the DtP mapping generated in this manner, the value of primal fields
at the Gauss points (of this nodal timeline) are obtained.

D The base state smoothing operator

The smoothing operator S serves to mitigate the high-wave number contributions in any function.
Let u := S[f ] represent the smoothed output produced for an input function f . Then we require u
to satisfy:

u− η ∂xxu = f, η > 0. (37)

Here, η represents a diffusion-like control parameter.
Let ts represent the time at which the smoothing operation occurs. When boundary conditions

(BC) are available at x = 0 (ul(ts)) or (and) x = L (ur(ts)) from the primal problem, we employ
them as the BCs for u. However, when the boundary data is not available, we calculate the average
of the Gauss data values for the first element (fg1

1 and fg2
1 ) and set it as the left BC, and the

average of the Gauss data values for the last element (fg1
l and fg2

l ) set it as the right BC on u.
Correspondingly, we generate a weak form for equation (37). Let δu be the space of continuous
test functions on (0, L) with δu(0) = δu(L) = 0. The we intend to find u which satisfies, for such
test functions, ∫ L

0
dx
(
u δu+ η ∂xu ∂x(δu)− f δu

)
= 0.

We use a standard Galerkin FEM discretization to solve the above with an η = 10−4.

E Exact entropy solutions for the provided examples

The exact entropy solutions presented in the following examples are based on the concepts and
examples outlined in [10]. Given an initial condition x 7→ u0(x) ∈ R, entropy solutions to the
Burgers equation (u) are obtained using two important concepts, recalled below from [10]:
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1. Rankine-Hugoniot/jump condition: This is simply a consequence of the underlying conser-
vation statement for Burgers equation as well as looking for weak solutions (in the sense of

distributions) to it. If the solution to ∂tu + ∂x

(
u2

2

)
= 0 has different values across a shock

curve x = X(t), then the shock speed s = dX
dt must satisfy

s =
1

2

(
u(X+(t)) + u(X−(t))

)
,

where X− and X+ denote the regions immediately to the left and right of the shock, respec-
tively.

2. The Entropy condition: The characteristic lines must go into the shock as t increases, so
those on the left go faster (measured by dX

dt ) than the shock and those on the right go slower.
With respect to the Burgers equation this implies

u(X−(t)) > s > u(X+(t)).

E.1 Expansion fan

Consider the initial condition

u0(x) =

{
0 for x < 0.5

1 for x > 0.5.

The initial signals for x > 0.5 travel along characteristics with slope 1, while the signals at x < 0.5
travel along vertical characteristics (slope 0, i.e. do not move in space). This leads to an expansion
fan filling the space-time in between x = 0.5 and x = 0.5 + t, which is a rarefaction wave traveling
along x. The corresponding expression for u(x, t) can then be given as

u(x, t) =


0 for x < 0.5

x− 0.5

t
for 0.5 + t > x ≥ 0.5

1 for x ≥ 0.5 + t.

(38)

The corresponding Y profile for Y0(0) = 0 is given by

Y (x, t) =


0 for x < 0.5

x2

2t
− 0.5x

t
+

1

8t
for 0.5 + t > x ≥ 0.5

x− 0.5− t

2
for x ≥ 0.5 + t.

(39)

E.2 Shock

Consider the initial condition

u0(x) =

{
1 for x < 0.5

0 for x > 0.5.

Given the presence of a jump in the initial condition from 1 to 0 at x = 0.5, the characteristics
originating from the left will merge with the characteristics from the right, resulting in the traveling
shock wave with velocity s = 1+0

2 = 1
2 . The exact entropy solution is given by

u(x, t) =

{
1 for x < 0.5 + t/2

0 for x > 0.5 + t/2.
(40)
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The corresponding Y profile for Y0(0) = 0 is given by

Y (x, t) =

{
x− t

2 for x < 0.5 + t/2

0.5 for x > 0.5 + t/2.
(41)

E.3 Double shock

Consider the initial condition

u0(x) =


1 for x < 0.25

0.5 for 0.25 < x < 0.5

0 for x > 0.5.

Following the same ideas from example E.2, the shock starting at x = 0.25 will travel with a
velocity of s1 = 1+0.5

2 = 0.75, while the shock starting at x = 0.5 will travel at with a velocity
s2 = 0.5+0

2 = 0.25. Since, s1 > s2, the first shock will merge with the second shock at a time tm
and travel with a velocity s = 1+0

2 = 0.5. The time tm for the faster shock to catch up with the
slower shock is given by

s1 tm = s2 tm + 0.25 ⇒ tm = 0.5.

Consequently the shocks meet at x = 0.5 + s2tm = 0.625. The solution u(x, t) is then be given by

u(x, t) =



1 for x < 0.25 + 0.75t

0.5 for 0.25 + 0.75t < x < 0.5 + 0.25t

0 for x > 0.5 + 0.25t

 t < tm

1 for x < 0.625 + 0.5(t− tm)

0 for x > 0.625 + 0.5(t− tm)

}
t > tm.

(42)

The corresponding Y profile for Y0(0) = 0 is given by

Y (x, t) =



x− t/2 for x < 0.25 + 0.75t

x/2 + 0.125− t/8 for 0.25 + 0.75t < x < 0.5 + 0.25t

0.375 for x > 0.5 + 0.25t

 t < tm

x− t/2 for x < 0.625 + (t− tm)

0.375 for x > 0.625 + (t− tm)

}
t > tm.

(43)

E.4 Half N-Wave

Consider the initial condition

u0(x) =


0 for x < x0
h0
l0
(x− x0) for x0 ≤ x < x0 + l0

0 for x > x0 + l0.
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Figure 18: The right-angled triangle with a height h0 indicates the initial profile for the Half N-wave. The
right-angled triangle with the height h indicates the anticipated profile at some later time.

This profile has been depicted in Fig. 18, and it is apparent that the point at x = x0+l0 corresponds
to a shock, as u0((x0 + l0)

−) > u0((x0 + l0)
+). Furthermore, the point at x0 serves as a source for

an expansion fan due to the linear increase observed from x = x0 to x = x0 + l0. For any time t,
let the shock be present at a point X(t) = x0 + l(t), where l(0) = l0 and the height of shock be
given by h(t), where h(0) = h0. To obtain the behavior of the shock front, we utilize the following
information:

• Burgers equation on R is a conservation law for u which is conserved:∫ xr

xl

∂tu dx = 0 ⇒ d

dt

∫ xr

xl

u dx = 0 ⇒ d

dt

∫ xr

xl

u dx = 0

for such time that the shock stays with [xl, xr]. This implies

1

2
h0 l0 =

1

2
h(t) l(t).

• Using the Rankine-Hugoniot condition and the last obtained expression across the shock, we
establish that

s(t) =
dX(t)

dt
= h(t)/2 ⇒ dl(t)

dt
=

1

2

h0 l0
l(t)

The last expression leads to

l(t) =
√
h0 l0 t+ l20; X(t) = x0 + l(t); h(t) =

h0 l0
l(t)

.

The solution u(x, t) is given by

u(x, t) =


0 for x < x0
h(t)

l(t)
(x− x0) for x0 ≤ x < x0 + l(t)

0 for x > x0 + l(t).

(44)
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The corresponding Y profile for Y0(0) = 0 is given by

Y (x, t) =



0 for x < x0

h(t)

l(t)

(
x2 + x20

2
− x0 x

)
for x0 ≤ x < x0 + l(t)

h0 l0
2

for x > x0 + l(t).

(45)

For the example considered in this paper, we have used the values x0 = 0.25, l0 = 0.25 and h0 = 2.

E.5 N-wave

Consider the profile given by

u0(x) =


0 for x < 0.25

−4h0(x− 0.5) for 0.25 < x < 0.75

0 for x > 0.75.

(46)

For the example considered in this paper (h0 = 2), the characteristic plane has been shown in
Fig. 19a. Each characteristic ray from x∗ at time t = 0 is a straight line with slope u(x∗) (Strang,
pg. 591 [10]). Accordingly, for any x1, x2 ∈ (0.25, 0.75), the characteristics from each of these points
will be given by

t =
1

u0(x1)
(x− x1); t =

1

u0(x2)
(x− x2). (47)

Since u0(x) is a linearly decreasing function in the considered domain, if (xm, tm) represents the
point where two such characteristics meet, substituting (46) into (47) and eliminating tm gives

− xm − x1
4h0(x1 − 0.5)

= − xm − x2
4h0(x2 − 0.5)

⇒ xm = 0.5.

Using (47), tm = 1
4h0

. Hence, for linearly decreasing functions u0(x), we find that (xm, tm) is
independent of x1 and x2 and all such characteristics converge at the single point in space-time.
For h0 = 2, (xm, tm) = (0.5, 0.125).

Beyond t = tm, shock formation takes place as a consequence of characteristics traveling in the
opposite directions. In the regions x < 0.25 and x > 0.75, the rays travel parallel to time-axis.
Furthermore, the jumps at x = 0.25 and x = 0.75 turn into expansion fans as shown in Fig. 19a.
The solution for any point {(x, t) : t > tm, x ̸= 0.5} can be found based on the characteristics
coming from the expansion fans. We define the following regions:

I : {(x, t) : −2t+ x− 0.25 ≥ 0} ∩ {(x, t) : 2t+ x− 0.75 ≤ 0};
II : {(x, t) : 0.25 ≤ x < 0.5} ∩ {(x, t) : −2t+ x− 0.25 ≤ 0};
III : {(x, t) : 0.5 < x ≤ 0.75} ∩ {(x, t)2t+ x− 0.75 ≥ 0}.

The complete u profile can thus be given by

u(x, t) =



8(x− 0.5)

8 t− 1
for Region I

x− 0.25

t
for Region II

x− 0.75

t
for Region III

0 Otherwise.

(48)
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(a) Characteristics (b) u(x, t)

Figure 19: In Fig. 19a, slope of any characteristic in the x − t plane is given by 1/u(x, t). Three distinct
regions are delineated by the red-colored lines. The red coloured, vertical x-patterned line beyond tm at
x = 0.5 represents the shock.

The continuous Y profile corresponding to Y (0, t) = 0 can be obtained as

Y (x, t) =



2x2 − x

4t
+

1

32t
for 0.25 ≤ x < 0.25 + 2t

4(x2 − x)

8t− 1
+

8t+ 3

4(8t− 1)
for 0.25 + h0 t ≤ x < 0.75− h0 t

2x2 − 3x

4t
+

9

32t
for 0.75− h0 t ≤ x < 0.75

0 Otherwise


0 < t < tm

2x2 − x

4t
+

1

32t
for 0.25 ≤ x < 0.5

2x2 − 3x

4t
+

9

32t
for 0.5 ≤ x < 0.75

0 Otherwise


t ≥ tm.

(49)
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